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WELCOME
TO ONE OF THE MOST

TRANSFORMATIONAL EXPERIENCES 
OF YOUR LIFE! 



for choosing to explore a life-changing, transformative path. Whether you have
been committed to becoming a yoga teacher, whether you are an existing

teacher or whether you just want to deepen your practice, Blissology Yoga can
offer you an authentic, transformative, powerful and fun experience. 

 
The Blissology Online Yoga Teacher Training allows you to connect with a

global community of Blissologists while you learn in the comfort of your own
home.

 
We believe that YOGA is a powerful tool for changing all our relationships,

starting with our body-mind; which then intersects with our community and with
nature.

For any inquiries about our trainings, please email: trainings@blissology.com

A L O H A  A N D  T H A N K  Y O U . . .

DEAR BLISSOLOGIST

E O I N  +  T H E  B L I S S O L O G Y  T E A M
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mailto:trainings@blissology.com.


There is no doubt that airfares are becoming more
expensive in 2022 and 2023. 

We want you to be smart about your finances. 
We want you to take care of your root chakra as we

perfect our skills of giving from our hearts.

We are proud to say that we have succeeded in
providing a course that is on par with the quality of an
in-person training, but without the travel expenses. At

the same time, we build an amazing community of
friends that you will have for life in this course. 

CONNECTION IS OUR CURRENCY
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https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/670131793


WHAT IS BLISSOLOGY?
Blissology is about sharing tools and practices

that help release stuck emotions so that we
can reconnect to joy, love and bliss.  

We use this to deepen our connection to our
bodies, our minds, our communities 

and to nature.   

YO
GA

 IS A FEELING @ B L I S S O L O G Y@ B L I S S O L O G Y

 NOT A S HAPE
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At Blissology, we believe that no pose should be taught  
in a "one-size fits all" way. Instead, we will share an
intelligent  system for how to customize the practice to
fit the unique needs of each body.

We encourage you to feel the poses deeply in your
body. This allows you to reach a whole new level of joy
in each pose as you unlock massive therapeutic benefits.

Feeling the power of these poses from the inside out
sets the foundation to confidently share benefits of the
practice.  You will completely own what you say and
feel.   

We are not satisfied with just teaching you a script or
regurgitating tired yoga cues. Instead we want to
profoundly level up your understanding of the
biomechanics of each pose so that you experience and
embody what makes our bodies function well and last
longer. 

In order to share this high degree of knowledge, we
have developed an elegant system of alignment that
breaks down the patterns and principles of therapeutic
yoga into bite-sized pieces. Through this, you will be
able to  distill  from Eoin's 3 + decades of yoga practice
and teaching.

You will be able to regulate your mind and body back
to peace and become a conduit for love.

Ultimately, you will be able to share powerful
experiences that are a remedy for the biggest disease
of our time, disconnection. At the end of the classes you
share, people will feel more connected to their bodies,
communities and to nature. This intention is at the heart
of Blissology.

WHAT MAKES THIS
TRAINING DIFFERENT?
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"Yoga is the art of getting out
of your own way"

 
Eoin Finn 



Carole

WHAT STUDENTS 
ARE SAYING

I've taken a lot of online training and thisI've taken a lot of online training and this
was totally different. Not only is the contentwas totally different. Not only is the content
great but there is also a connection viagreat but there is also a connection via
Zoom which you can REALLY feel. EvenZoom which you can REALLY feel. Even
though I haven't met anyone in person I feelthough I haven't met anyone in person I feel
like I got to know a lot of people. Thislike I got to know a lot of people. This
experience has been really unique.experience has been really unique.

Maura

I am loving the Blissology YTT 200 hour onlineI am loving the Blissology YTT 200 hour online
training. I was a bit intimidated at the thoughttraining. I was a bit intimidated at the thought
of doing such a high calibre course but I hadof doing such a high calibre course but I had
no need to be. The training is designed andno need to be. The training is designed and
broken down into such doable and fascinatingbroken down into such doable and fascinating
modules that I am riveted. The videos are suchmodules that I am riveted. The videos are such
high quality that I feel like I am right there inhigh quality that I feel like I am right there in
the room with Eoin. I will refer back to thethe room with Eoin. I will refer back to the
teachings again and again. They are such ateachings again and again. They are such a
treasure to own.treasure to own.
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THE COURSE



THE MODULES

COMMIT 
TO BLISS

ALIGN YOUR YOGA,
ALIGN YOUR LIFE 1

TEACHING
METHODOLOGY 1

CONDUIT
FOR LOVE

ALIGN YOUR YOGA,
ALIGN YOUR LIFE 2

TEACHING
METHODOLOGY 2

ALL 100 HOUR
IMMERSION MODULES

1 0



In Blissology we say that Yoga is not just a shape, it’s a feeling. Yet, what
exactly is the feeling we are looking for? We believe that each pose should

lead us deeper into an experience of what we call Embodied Peace. Embodied
Peace means that we have the skills to find our calm centre and highest

wisdom no matter what our external circumstances are in life. 
 

Learning this skill is a multi-faceted approach. Here we start with
understanding the power of beliefs and inner self-dialogue. We look at the

classical yoga methodology of cultivating inner peace and build on this
wisdom using somatic tools such as breathing, regulation of our nervous

system and awareness of our bodily feedback loops. We connect this
philosophy to our relationship with the wisdom of nature. 

 
Once we are grounded in the skill of Embodied Peace, we can move towards
a more expansive energy and fearlessly broadcast love in the second part of

the training we call Conduit For Love. Here we learn what it is like to live as if
love is a force like gravity, electromagnetism or the strong and weak nuclear
forces. You will learn to create experiences on and off of the mat that allows

all of us to connect to the greatest gift of the universe, Love. 
 

This will help us to share classes that aren’t dry and purposeless but are
transformational experiences for all.

COMMIT TO BLISS &
CONDUIT FOR LOVE

1 1



These progressive modules in the larger training offer you
the ability to study, experience and embody alignment

using tried and true Blissology Yoga Alignment Principles. 
 

Our goal is not just to teach “alignment and anatomy.’
What we are really interested in is for you to become

what we call a Somatic Movement Educator, so that you
can create the pose that is right for unique bodies, versus

trying to fit an imposed upon outside in shape. 
 

This will allow you to have a powerful lens into how your
body can function now and well into old age. These

techniques are only taught to a small and exclusive group
of people each year, so count yourselves among the lucky

few to receive this download of wisdom.

ALIGN YOUR YOGA
ALIGN YOUR LIFE

1 2



Learning how to create a powerful yoga class is both an art and a
science. It requires a combination of feeling, intellect and skill. With a

firm foundation in alignment and the feeling we are trying to create in
the poses from theAlign and Commit to Bliss modules, you can more

effectively hone your skills of teaching with confidence and authenticity. 
 

We will share our knowledge of what makes intelligent and
transformative yoga sequences, using a framework of asanas we call
yoga Honey that we will study throughout the training. You will also

learn how to create different Blissology classes such as Blissology Flow
and Blissology Slow Flow for beginners and advanced practitioners
alike, through an understanding of modulating tempo, rhythm and

intensity in yoga vinyasas.
 

 Teaching Methodology also offers you experiential wisdom in how to
use our voice. We believe that the Voice is the instrument of the Soul. It
takes time to learn the skills of sharing your voice to create the intended
experience for people in your class. This is a deep process of self-inquiry

and connecting with your truth.

TEACHING
METHODOLOGY
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2  W A Y S  
T O  T A K E  T H E  C O U R S E

1 0 0 %  O N L I N E
START YOUR TRAINING
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE.

H Y B R I D
DO 1/2 OF THE COURSE
ONLINE AND JOIN US FOR
THE OTHER HALF AT OUR
IN-PERSON TRAINING
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ONLINE
TRAINING
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WHY TRAIN WITH US ONLINE?

Front-row seat to each demonstration + lecture.

Missed something? Rewind and review for
maximum absorption of the knowledge.

Ask questions in real-time.

Receive video reviews of your classes and
teachings.

Get smart about your finances.
Save on travel costs and accommodation
without giving up the quality of learning. 

Work with Eoin and a certified crew of
Blissology mentors

Watch this short video and learn about what makes 
Blissology Online Training so special.

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/515526957
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Enjoy 5 years of access to the content.

Take quizzes after almost every session to
ensure maximum learning has taken place.

Receive downloadable and printable written
materials.

Become part of an incredible community of
Blissologists from around the world.

500
PAGES

+

The training tuit ion includes a Manual for each module of the course,  
worth US$120 with over 500 pages of knowledge.  This is exclusively for

Bl issology Students and wil l  bring your studies to a whole new level .  

BLISSOLOGY MANUALS
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HOW ONLINE YOGA TEACHER
TRAINING MODULES WORK

We have loved offering the
training in a modular format, so
you can absorb the teachings at
your own pace. If you are keen to
complete your entire 200 hrs this
year, that is a popular option, but
the beauty of the flexible online
format also allows you to complete
the training over the next year,
should you need more time. 

Radically deepen your practice
and experience this life-changing
journey with us
. 
All programs are sequential and
must be completed successfully in
order to register as a 200 HR
Yoga Teacher with Yoga Alliance. 

https://www.yogaalliance.org/


If you take our 200-hr YTT, yes, you will be certified to teach.
With respect to the 100-hr Immersions, you would need to
complete the full 200 hours to obtain your Yoga Alliance
certification and be ready to teach. 

The 100-hr Immersion is ideal to deepen your yoga practice and
dive into Blissology alignment principles. Students who cannot
get the time off for the entire 200-hr YTT can also just do the
100-hr Immersion and complete the 2nd half at any other
location/time that we offer it.

CERTIFICATION RELATED 
QUESTIONS

WILL I BE CERTIFIED TO TEACH AFTER THIS TRAINING?

If you have already taken a 200-Hr YTT and are certified with Yoga
Alliance, then the 200-Hr YTT and/or100-Hr Immersion can count as

Continuing Education credits. 
 

If you intend to pursue the 500-Hr Blissology Certification path, and
you have taken your 200-Hr YTTwith a different school, then we
require you to take Align 1 and Commit to Bliss 1 to dive into the

unique Blissology alignment principles. Both those courses are also
available to learn online.

 I’VE ALREADY TAKEN A 200 HR YTT.
WILL THIS COURSE COUNT TOWARDS 

YOGA ALLIANCE CREDITS?
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https://blissology.com/online-learning/


2 0

Blissology is a certified 200 hr, 300 hr and 500 hr
School with the Yoga Alliance, a globally known
organization that upholds yoga standards. After
you receive your graduation certificate from
Blissology for any course; we submit the class list of
graduating students to Yoga Alliance. It is your
responsibility to then submit your application to
YogaAlliance with your Blissology Certificate and
receive the Y.A.certification.

HOW DO I GET MY YOGA ALLIANCE
CERTIFICATION AFTER THE COURSE?
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IMPORTANT NEED TO KNOWS
The online training is an incredible way for

you to up level your yoga practice and
teaching, no matter where you are.

There will be homework assignments (written
& video submissions) & quizzes to support

your learning and ensure you meet all
Blissology & Yoga Alliance requirements.

Throughout this process, you will have support
from Blissology Teachers as well as Mentors

who will provide you with feedback to further
your development.

Regarding the Teaching Methodology
Interactive Course, if you are unable to attend

the full training between
June 14th -July 2nd and wish to have these

hours applied towards your 100/200 HR YTT,
additional charges will apply to ensure you
receive 1:1 time with a Blissology Facilitator.
This interactive experience is mandatory to

ensure you get the appropriate support and
feedback (as homework assignments do apply

which will be reviewed and critiqued to meet
all Yoga Alliance standards) before a 100 HR

Yoga Teacher Training Certification can be
given.



Kristi

WHAT STUDENTS 
ARE SAYING

I had already completed my 200-hour YTT withI had already completed my 200-hour YTT with
another school and had been teaching for overanother school and had been teaching for over
a year when I ventured to Bali for the 100-houra year when I ventured to Bali for the 100-hour
training. training. By the end of the first sessionBy the end of the first session, I knew, I knew
that my teaching would never be the same andthat my teaching would never be the same and
that I was going to return to my studentsthat I was going to return to my students  
a a completely different, much stronger teachercompletely different, much stronger teacher..
Elena is a successful yoga teacher in Edinburgh,Elena is a successful yoga teacher in Edinburgh,
Scotland.Scotland.  

Elena

The Blissology 200hr Yoga Training wasThe Blissology 200hr Yoga Training was
foundationalfoundational in my life. It set me up with a in my life. It set me up with a
high level of high level of knowledge of functionalknowledge of functional
movementsmovements with the confidence for creative with the confidence for creative
sequencing. All of this was taught sequencing. All of this was taught with ethicswith ethics
and values from the heartand values from the heart. Eoin + Insiya's. Eoin + Insiya's
teachings emanate love, connection andteachings emanate love, connection and
consciousness. consciousness. Kristi is a Canadian OlympicKristi is a Canadian Olympic
Athlete and has a successful Whole FoodsAthlete and has a successful Whole Foods
nutrition business in Whistler, BC.nutrition business in Whistler, BC.      
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HYBRID
TRAINING
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Get the best both worlds! Online and in-person

Get the Blissology Bali Welcome Kit

Attend the Opening Ceremony & Closing Ritual

The Blissology Yoga Teacher Training Manuals.

Unlimited hugs.

To sum it up, Hybrid Yoga Teacher Training is for
you who want to experience the course both online

and in-person with us in Bali.

WHY HYBRID?

500
PAGES

+

The training tuit ion includes a Manual for each module of the course,  
worth US$120 with over 500 pages of knowledge.  This is exclusively for

Bl issology Students and wil l  bring your studies to a whole new level .  

BLISSOLOGY MANUALS



HOW TO SIGN UP
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HOW TO SIGN UP FOR THE ONLINE
TRAINING?

The training is completely self-paced, which
allows you to start and sign up at any time.
Twice a year we are holding the modules online
in an interactive format for you to join, including
live Zoom calls with Eoin.

The next interactive modules take place next:

September to November 2022
MODULES 4-6 (2ND HALF OF 200 HR TRAINING)

MODULES 1-3 (1ST HALF OF 200 HR TRAINING)
February to April 2023

SIGN UP HERE

https://blissology.com/100-hour-and-200-hour-blissology-yoga-teacher-training-online/
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HOW TO SIGN UP 
FOR HYBRID TRAINING

If you are interested in doing the Hybrid
Format 

of the training, please send us an inquiry 
so that we can sort the logistic 

which works best for you.

Generally, you'll start the first 100 hours of your
training online at any time.

 
You'll join us for your second 100 hours at one

of our in person trainings.

https://blissology.com/inquiry-form-2/


HOW DOES THE 
PAYMENT WORK?

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW!

2 8

I cannot afford to pay the
entire tuition cost at once. Is
there a payment plan? How
does it work?

We want to make our Blissology
programs accessible to future
Blissologists. Therefore for all
courses, we have payment plans
available.
We have a 4-part payment plan
for the full training ($650 per
month) and a 2-part payment
plan for the 100hr training
($700 per month). 

The tuition for the full 200hr
online training is $2400.
The 100hr online Immersion is
$1300. Please inquire about the
Hybrid pricing as this depends
on when and where you'll join
our in-person training.

SIGN UP HERE

https://blissology.com/inquiry-form-2/
https://blissology.com/100-hour-and-200-hour-blissology-yoga-teacher-training-online/


“Ultimately what we learn at Blissology is this, that when we take
the teacher’s seat, we teach from the place I call the wise guide

inside, which tells us we have nothing to prove, everything to
share. This is when we channel our bliss. I look forward to seeing

you on this incredible, powerful and blissful journey in 2022.”
 

NAMASTE + ALOHA

Eoin Finn, Blissologist, yogi, surfer, dad. 
Deemed the Thoreau of Yoga, by YogaJournal Magazine.



CONTACT US
trainings@blissology.com

www.blissology.com
@blissology

QUESTIONS?


